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Micronizer Company, New York, N. Y., a cor 
poration of Delaware 
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1. 6 Claims (CI. 241-39) 
This invention relates to an improvement in a 

reentrant, circulatory, type pulverizing, mill, par 
ticularly one which is adapted to effect reduction 
in particle size of amorphous materials. . . . . . . 

It has been learned through careful observa 
tion of mills of the general type disclosed by the 
Andrews Patent No. 2,032,827 that more effective 
pulverization is produced by the direct cutting 
action of the grinding fluid, being injected into a. 
grinding chamber than is produced by the inter 
action of particles of the material, being subdi 
vided upon each other or upon the walls of said 
chamber. . . . . 

It has, however, been further learned that the 
turbulence, which of necessity accompanies an 
increase in the rate of introduction of the grind 
ing fluid into the grinding chamber and, within 
limits, improves the grinding action, also creates 
a detrimental phenomena, referred to in the art 
as "kickbacks,' which for practical purposes in 
many cases counteracts. the gains realized as a 
result of creating such turbulence by causing un 
desirably oversize particles to appear in the fin 
ished product. . . . . . . 

It is, therefore, desirable to introduce suitable 
means within the radially outermost portion of 
said grinding chamber, where the larger particles 
being processed at any given time tend to collect 
as a result of centrifugal force, whereby the pull 
verizing action upon such relatively large parti 
cles will be increased while undesirable turbu 
lence, and the detrimental effects resulting 
therefrom, are held to a minimum. 

It has been observed that the reentrant, circu 
latory type pulverizing mill, as formerly con 
structed and as illustrated, for example in the 
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aforesaid. Andrews. Patent No. 2,032,827, is pri 
marily adapted to grind materials having a crys 
talline structure, especially those classed aS fran 
gibles, rather than amorphous materials. If this 
type of pulverizing mill can be modified to grind 40 
amorphous and/or less frangible type materials 
effectively, there is a wide range of applications 
for mills of this type in Such fields as the pre 
pared and/or powdered foods industries. Pow 
dered milk, cocoa, Stock feed and instant coffee 
are representative examples of the applicable 
products of Such industries, which are presently 
powdered by slow, expensive, discontinuous 
methods such as the ball mill, hammer mill, or 
other mechanical means. 
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Accordingly, a primary object of my invention: . 

is to provide means, whereby the pulverizing 
action upon relatively large particles of material 
being processed in a reentrant, circulatory type 
pulverizing mill will be substantially increased. 55 

2 
means, as aforesaid, which will effect an increase 
in effective exposure of said relatively large par 
ticles of material to the attrition of the grinding 
A further object of this invention is to provide 

means, as aforesaid, which will be inexpensive to 
construct and readily adaptable to the type of 
circulatory pulverizing mills presently in use. 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

means, as aforesaid, which will accomplish. the 
aforesaid desired results without proportionally 
increasing undesirable effects, such asturbulence. 
and the resulting "kickbacks." . . . . . . . . . . . . 
A further object of the invention is to provide 

a mill of the aforesaid, type which will be adapt 
able to the comminution of soft and amorphous, 
or non-frangible, materials, especially SO that it 
will be possible to impart speed, cleanliness and 
unifornity of particles size into the grinding of 
food products. 
Other objects and purposes of this invention 

will become apparent to persons familiar with 
this type of equipment upon referring to the 
accompanying drawings and upon reading the 
following specification. , r 

In order to meet the objects and purposes 
heretofore set forth, as well as others incidental 
thereto and associated therewith, I have placed a 
plurality of restrictors, wedge-shaped in my pre 
ferred embodiment, within the grinding chamber 
of a conventional type, circulatory pulverizing 
mill such as is disclosed in Andrews Patent No. 
2,032,827. Said restrictors are placed within the 
radially outer portion of said grinding chamber, 
each adjacent to a jet, preferably so that the 
stream of energizing fluid emitted from said jets 
will impinge upon an impact surface of said re 
strictor near the downstream end thereof and at 
least so that the outer portion of the: circulating 
fluid and larger particles contained therein will 
be diverted by said restrictors towards...the-pe 
ripheral Wall of the chamber. . . . . . . . . . 
Said restrictors are preferably of longer dimen 

sion in the direction of circulation than trans 
versely thereto and normally contact both the top 
and bottom walls of the said pulverizing mill. 

Material to be pulverized is introduced into the: 
grinding chamber of said mill. through suitable 
conventional means and is engaged and circu 
lated by grinding fluid emitted from a plurality. 
of tangentially placed grinding jets. The larger 
particles are thrown to the outer periphery of 
circulation as a result of centrifugal force. In 
So doing, Said larger particles are-forced to paSS 
between said restrictors and the inside surface 
of the outer side wall. of said grinding chamber 

A further object of my invention is to provide is near the point where said jets are mounted in 
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said side wall. The presence of the restrictors 
creates, with the adjacent side wall of the grind 
ing chamber a confined, preferably venturi, pas 
sageway, wherein and whereby the material as it 
passes therethrough is made to approach the jets 
more closely. The effectiveness of the cutting 
action of said jets upon the particles is thereby 
Substantially increased. 
Furthermore, said cutting stream will deflect 

a considerable quantity of said large particles 
against said restrictors, whereupon the resultant 
impact will tend to abrade at least some of said 
large particles, although this appears to be of 
relatively minor importance. 
For an illustration of one preferred embodi 

ment of the invention reference is made to the 
drawings in which: 

Figure 1 is a top view of the pulverizing mill 
taken in section along the line I-I of Figure 2 
in order to expose the grinding anvils or re 
strictors. . . . 

Figure 2 is a side, centrally sectioned view of 
Said pulverizing mill taken along the line II-II 
of Figure 1. 

Figure 3 is a view similar to that of Figure 1. 
showing One modification of the invention. 

Figure 4 is a view similar to that of Figure 1. 
showing a further modification of the invention. 
The reentrant circulatory type pulverizing mill 

illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 may be conventional 
both in shape and in construction, such as dis 
closed in the Andrews Patent No. 2,032,827. So 
constructed, and here shown as an illustrative 
example, the grinding mill shell f O is comprised 
of a circular top plate , a circular bottom 
plate 2 and a cylindrical side wall 3, which 
is secured, as by Welding, at its upper edge to 
the periphery of said top plate f l and at its lower 
edge to the periphery of said bottom plate 2. 
Said plates and side wall may be constructed of : 
any suitable material but are preferably of steel 
plate. 
The bottom plate 2 is provided with a suffi 

cient opening 7 for sealed reception of, and 
securement to, the upper portion of the cylin 
drical section 4 of the cyclone chamber 5, which 
is concentric in its entirety with the said cylin 
drical side wall 3, and may be entirely conven 
tional. The upper extremity of said cyclone 5 
approaches but does not contact, the upper plate 
ff of the grinding chamber f0. A tapered, coni 
cal Section f6 is secured, as by welding, to that 
extremity of said cylindrical section 4 which is 
below and remote from engagement with said 
grinding mill bottom plate 2. 

Radially disposed within said side wall 3 and 
coaxial therewith, is a cylindrical partitioning 
wall 20 which provides the inner wall of a rel 
atively narrow energizing fluid header 2 as well 
as the Outer wall of a relatively large grinding 
chamber 22. Said wall 20 is pierced by a plu 
rality of jet openings 23 through which the 
energizing fluid is emitted under pressure from 
the header 2. The longitudinal axes of Said 
openings are tangentially disposed with respect 
to a theoretical circle within said grinding cham 
ber and concentric therewith, thereby imparting 
the most desirable motion to Said particles and 
producing the most efficient pulverization of said 
particles in said stream. Since this positional 
relationship between said jets and said steam, in 
the type pulverizing mill herein shown for illus 
trative purposes, is well known to the art, no 
further description will be here given. 
A circular plate of Suitable abrasion resistant 
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4. 
material, Such as manganese steel, comprises the 
bed plate 24, which constitutes the floor of Said 
grinding chamber 22. Said bed plate 24 is re 
movably secured, as by bolting, to said bottom 
plate 2 of the grinding mill within the bounds 
of the cylindrical partitioning wall 20. Said bed 
plate is preferably, but not necessarily, of heavier 
gauge material than said bottom plate 2 and is 
provided with an opening 25, coincident with 
said opening 7 in said bottom plate, for recep 
tion of said cylindrical section 4 of the cyclone 
chamber 5. 
A plulrality of, here four, grinding Wedges or 

restrictors 26 are uniformly spaced about and 
within the radially outer portion of the Said 
grinding chamber 22, a comparatively short radial 
distance inward from said partitioning wall, 
where they bear against and are secured, as by 
bolting, to both the top plate if and bed plate 
24. Said restrictors are advantageously posi 
tioned, one adjacent to each jet, so that the fluid 
emitted from said jets will strike the plane, 
Outer Surface of said restrictors at whatever an 
gle may be desired. As illustrated in Figure 1, 
the said restrictors have a long, narrow, hori 
ZOntal cross-section, whose lengthwise axis is sub 
tially perpendicular at the midpoint thereof to 
the radius of said grinding chamber 22 passing 
therethrough, and Substantially tangent at said 
midpoint to the stream of particles circulating 
through said grinding chamber. 

It will be understood, however, that the jets 23 
need not all be associated with adjacent re 
strictors 26. It may develop in specific cases 
that the resrictors are best placed adjacent to 
alternate jets, as shown in Figure 3, or in some 
other suitable arrangement, depending upon the 
quantity of jets and restrictors required, it will 
also be understood that the distance of Said re 
strictors from said partitioning Wall 20 may be 
varied to suit the requirements, as shown in Fig 
ure 4, Without departing from the scope of the 
invention. 
The said restrictor 26 is preferably tapered, 

from about midway of the extremities thereof to 
a sharp edge at the upstream end 27 of Said 
restrictor, thereby presenting the appearance of 
a wedge. The tapering, it should be noted, causes 
the wedge to form a venturi in cooperation with 
the side wall of the grinding chamber. The re 
mainder of said restrictor has parallel sides one 
of which provides said plane striking surface at 
28 for said stream of energizing fluid. The end 
29 remote from Said tapered edge is either squared 
off, as shown, or otherwise terminated in any 
Suitable manner, which will preferably reduce 
to a minimum the turbulence of the gaseous 
stream. 
Other forms of restrictors may be used, as is 

also illustrated in Figures 3 and 4, wherein the 
Wenturi effect is both increased and decreased, re 
Spectively, from that incident to the construction 
of restrictors shown in Figure 1. 
The top plate of said grinding mill O has an 

appropriate opening 3 therein for sealed recep 
tion of, and Securement to a suitable offtake 32, 
which is concentric with and somewhat telescoped 
at its lower end 33 by the upper end 34 of the cy 
lindrical Section 4 of said cyclone chamber 5. 
Said offtake 32 may be constructed of any ma 
terial and in any convenient and conventional 
form. Inasmuch as the construction of, and co 
operative relationship between, the offtake 32, the 
grinding mill 0, and the cyclone chamber 15 are 
well known and amply exemplified in the art, such 
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as in the Said Andrews Fatent No. 2,032,827, no 
further description will herein be devoted thereto. 

In operation, the material to be processed is 
fed from any suitable source of Supply into Said 
grinding chamber 22 through any conventional 
means, such as through a hopper and an injecting 
nozzle Schematically indicated at 36. Circulation 
of the relatively large incoming particles compris 
ing Said material is effected in Said grinding cham 
ber 22 in a conventional manner by the streams 
of fluid under pressure emitted from Said jets. 23 
in the partitioning wall 20. In accordance. With 
the physical laws of centrifugal force, said large 
particles will tend to circulate within the periph 
eral portion of Said grinding chamber. 
The presence of the restrictors 26 will force-Sub 

stantially more of the large particles close to the 
jets than would otherwise so travel, and the Wen 
turi effect created by the restrictors 26 and said 
partitioning Wall 2 will accelerate the travel of 
said particles, both features increasing the grind 
ing action on the particles. As said large particles 
flow through said venturi 35, they are exposed to 
the cutting force of the stream of fluid emitted 
from said jets but instead of being propelled tor 
Ward the center of the chamber where. Some of 
them may be entrained by the exhausting gas, Said 
particles are deflected back to the circulatory 
stream, thereby greatly reducing “kickbacks,' and 
increasing attrition of the particles. By reducing 
the escape of large particles, or "kickbacks,' and 
by concentrating the-large-particles in the region 
of the jets, thereby increasing the attrition of the 
particles, the mill output and efficiency are greatly 
improved over the conventional type pulverizing 
mill. 
The grinding wedges or restrictors 26 may be 

substantially streamlined for the purpose of re 
ducing to a minimum turbulence and the above 
described resultant unfavorable effects thereof. 
The means by which and the manner in which 

the unifornly pulverized, relatively. Small particles 
of processed material are entrained by the ex 
hausting gas or energizing fluid, as it noves from 
said grinding chamber 22 into the cyclone cham 
ber 5, where the product is separated from the 
gas which is vented through said stack 32, are 
sufficiently Well known to the art and have no 
special bearing on this invention, and accordingly 
specific description thereof will be omitted. 
Although the above mentioned drawings and 

description apply to one particular, preferred en 
bodiment of the invention, it is not my intention, 
implied or otherwise, to eliminate other varia 
tions or modifications which do not depart from 
the scope of the invention unless Specifically stated 
to the contrary in the hereinafter appended 
claims. 

claim: 
1. In means for pulverizing partially con 

minuted, solid materials, which means includes: 
a substantially circular grinding chamber having 
top and bottom plates; means directing a plu 
rality of grinding fluid jets, under pressure, into 
said grinding chamber in the same tangential di 
rection with respect to a theoretical circle within 
said grinding chamber and concentric therewith: 
means for feeding said partially comminuted na 
terial to be pulverized into said grinding chamber, 
and means centrally located with respect to Said 
grinding chamber, through which is exhausted 
said grinding fluid and the pulverized material en 
trained thereby, the improvement Comprising: a 
plurality of elongated restrictors, whose longitudi 
nal axes are substantially tangential to the cir 
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6 
culatory flow of grinding fluid within the said 
grinding chamber, extending from the top plate: to 
the hottom.plate of said grinding chamber, spaced 
radially inwardly from the peripheral wall of said 
grinding chamber, and located, one adjacent to 
and in line with each of said jets and so shaped 
that the radially outer wall of each of the said 
restrictors, extending upstream with respect to 
the direction of circulation of the said grinding 
fillid within said grinding chamber from the im 
pingement point of the said adjacent grinding 
fluid jet upon each of the said restrictors, diverges 
radially in Wardly from the peripheral Wall of said 
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grinding chamber, thereby creating a passageway 
of decreasing cross-section in the direction of 
flow of Said grinding fluid between said periph 
eral Wall and Said radially outer wall of each of 
the-Said restrictors adjacent thereto, whereby the 
Said partially comminuted material, entrained by 
and circulating with said grinding fluid in the 
radially outer peripheral portion of said grinding 
Chamber, Will be concentrated and accelerated in 
the Zones of the jets as it passes each of said jets. 

2. In means for pulverizing partially con 
minuted, solid materials, which means includes: 
a substantially circular grinding chamber having 
top and bottom plates; means directing a plu 
rality of grinding fluid jets, under pressure, into 
said grinding chamber in the same tangential 
direction with respect to a, theoretical circle 
Within said grinding chamber and concentric 
therewith; means for feeding said partially com 
minuted material to be pulverized into said grind 
ing chamber; and means, centrally located with 
respect to Said grinding chamber, through which 
are exhausted said grinding fluid and the pull 
verized material entrained thereby, the improve 
ment comprising: an elongated restrictor, whose 
longitudinal axis is substantially tangential to 
the circulatory flow of grinding fluid within said 
grinding chamber, which restrictor extends from 
the top plate to the bottom plate of said grind 
ing chamber, is spaced radially inwardly from 
the peripheral wall of said grinding chamber, and 
is located adjacent to and in line with each one 
of the said jets, so that the grinding fluid emitted 
therefron will impinge against the radially outer 
Wall of said adjacent restrictor, thereby creating 
a paSSageway between the said peripheral Wall 
and said restrictor whereby the said partially 
comminuted material entrained by and circulat 
ing with said grinding fluid in the radially outer 
peripheral portion of said grinding chamber, will 
be: brought towards said jet and accelerated in 
the zone of the jet. 

3. In means, for pulverizing partially com 
minuted, Solid materials, which means includes: 
a substantially circular grinding chamber having 
top and bottom plates; means directing a plus 
rality of grinding fluid jets, under pressure, into 
Said grinding chamber in the same tangential di 
rection with respect to a theoretical circle With 
in said grinding chamber and concentric there 
with; means. for feeding said partially com 
minuted material to be pulverized into Said grind 
ing chamber; and means centrally located With 
respect to said, grinding chamber, through which 
are exhausted said grinding fluid and the pull 
verized material entrained thereby, the improve 
naent comprising: an elongated restrictor, Whose 
longitudinal axis is substantially tangential to 
the circulatory flow of grinding fluid. Within Said 
grinding chamber, which restrictor extends from 

5 the top plate to the bottom plate of said grind 
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ing chamber, is spaced radially, inwardly from 
the peripheral wall of said grinding chamber, is 
located adjacent to each one of the said jets and 
is So shaped that the portion of the radially outer 
Wall of Said restrictor, extending upstream with 
respect to the direction of circulation of the said 
grinding fluid within said grinding chamber from 
a point substantially midway between the longi 
tudinal extremities of Said restrictor, diverges 
radially inwardly from the peripheral wall of 
Said grinding chamber thereby creating the Wen 
turied passageway between said peripheral wall 
and said radially outer wall of said restrictor ad 
jacent thereto, whereby the said partially com 
minuted material, entrained by and circulating 
With said grinding fluid in the radially outer pe 
ripheral portion of said grinding chamber will 
be brought toward said jet and accelerated in 
the region of said jet. 

4. In means for pulverizing partially com 
minuted, Solid materials, which means includes: 
a Substantially circular grinding chamber hav 
ing top and bottom plates; means directing a 
plurality of grinding fluid jets under pressure 
into Said grinding chamber in the same tangen 
tial direction. With respect to a theoretical circle 
within Said grinding chamber and concentric 
therewith; means for feeding said partially com 
minuted material to be pulverized into said grind 
ing chamber; and means centrally located with 
respect to Said grinding chamber, through which 
are exhausted said grinding fluid and the pull 
verized material entrained thereby, the improve 
ment comprising: an elongated restrictor, whose 
longitudinal axis is Substantially tangential to the 
circulatory flow of grinding fluid within said 
grinding chamber which restrictor extends from 
the top plate to the bottom plate of said grind 
ing chamber, is spaced radially inwardly from the 
ripheral wall of Said grinding chamber, is 
shaped to form a venturi thereWith and is located 
adjacent to and in line with each one of the said 
jets, so that the grinding fluid emitted therefrom 
will impinge against the material entrained by 
the grinding fluid when its Speed is increased over 
that existing in the part of the grinding cham 
ber unaffected by the venturi but radially co-ex 
tensive therewith. 

5. In means for pulverizing partially com 
minuted, solid materials, which means includes: 
a substantially circular grinding chamber having 
top and bottom plates; means directing a plu 
rality of grinding fluid jets under pressure into 
said grinding chamber in the same tangential 
direction with respect to a theoretical circle 
within said grinding chamber and concentric 
therewith; means for feeding said partially com 
minuted material to be pulverized into Said 
grinding chamber; and means centrally located 
with respect to said grinding chamber, through 
which are exhausted said grinding fluid and the 
pulverized material entrained thereby, the im 
provement comprising: a plurality of elongated 
restrictors within said grinding chamber closely 
adjacent the wall thereof, each having a longi 
tudinal axis Substantially parallel to the circu 
latory flow of grinding fluid within said grind 
ing chamber and extending from the top plate 
to the bottom plate of said grinding chamber; 
the portion of the outward face of each of said 
restrictors, extending upstream of said grinding 
fluid, tapered inwardly from the peripheral wall 
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8 
of the grinding chamber for defining a passage 
way between each of said restrictors and the wall 
of Said grinding chamber progressively decreas 
ing cross-section in the direction of flow of said 
grinding fluid; each of Said jets directed across 
said restricted passageway near its point of 
Smallest CrOSS-Section and against one of said 
restrictors whereby the grinding fluid emitted 
from said jets will impinge against the material 
entrained by the accelerated grinding fluid 
transiting said restricted passageway. 

6. In means for pulverizing partially com 
minuted, solid materials, which means includes 
a substantially circular grinding chamber hav 
ing top and bottom plates; means directing a 
plurality of grinding fluid jets, under pressure, 
into said grinding chamber in the Same tangen 
tial direction with respect to a theoretical circle 
within and concentric with said grinding cham 
ber; means for feeding said partially commi 
nuted material to be pulverized into said grind 
ing chamber, and means centrally located with 
respect to said grinding chamber, through which 
is exhausted said grinding fluid and the pulver 
ized material entrained thereby, the improve 
ment comprising: a plurality of elongated re 
strictors whose longitudinal axes are substan 
tially tangential to the circulatory flow of grind 
ing fluid within the said grinding chamber, ex 
tending from the said top plate to the said bot 
tom plate of Said grinding chamber, spaced 
radially inwardly from the peripheral wall of 
Said grinding chamber, and located, one adja 
cent to and in line with each of said jets, alter 
nate restrictors spaced radially inwardly of the 
restrictors on the downstream and upstream 
sides thereof with respect to the direction of 
circulation of said grinding fluid, said restrictors 
so shaped that the radially outer wall of each 
of the said restrictors, extending upstream with 
respect to the direction of circulation of said 
grinding fluid within Said grinding chamber 
from the impingement point of the said adjacent 
grinding fluid jet upon each of Said restrictors, 
diverges radially inwardly from the peripheral 
wall of said grinding chamber, thereby creating 
a passageway of decreasing Cross-section in the 
direction of flow of said grinding fluid between 
said peripheral wall and said radially outer Wall 
of each of the said resistors adjacent thereto, 
whereby the said partially comminuted mate 
rial, entrained by and circulating with said 
grinding fluid in the radially outer peripheral 
portion of said grinding chamber, will be con 
centrated and accelerated in the Zones of the 
jets at it passes each of said jets. 
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